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The AHCA seminar has teamed with a registered provider of AIA-approved continuing 
education under Provider Number E240. All registered AIA CES Providers must comply 

with the AIA Standards for Continuing Education Programs.

Any questions or concerns about this provider or this learning program may be sent to 
cessupport@aia.org or 800-242-3837 Option 3.

This learning program is registered with AIA CES for continuing professional 
education. As such, it does not include content that may be deemed or construed to be 
an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material of construction or any method or 

manner of handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.

AIA continuing education credit has been reviewed and approved by AIA CES. Learners 
must complete the entire learning program to receive continuing education credit. AIA 

continuing education Learning Units earned upon completion of this course will be 
reported to AIA CES for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for both AIA members 

and non-AIA members are available upon request.



Describe how the new Guidance for Emergency Conditions will influence future
facility design to provide flexibility during a surge capacity event, whether man-
made or weather related.

Apply the risk assessment and zone map concept to regions and areas of the 
United States to determine facility resiliency and surge capacity. 

Explain the concepts behind and the physical attributes of alternate care sites 
critical to providing a satisfactory patient experience and outcome.

Use the Guidance for Emergency Conditions in the project design and delivery 
period to creating facilities that serve their intended purpose during man-made and 
weather-related events.
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Today’s Speaker

• Douglas S. Erickson, FASHE, CHFM, HFDP, CHC

• Chair of the 2010, 2014 and 2018 editions

• Immediate Past Chair 2022
• CEO of the Facility Guidelines Institute

• Senior Healthcare Advisor, Specified 
Technologies
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The views and opinions expressed in this 
presentation are the opinion of the speakers 
and may not be the official position of FGI or 
the Health Guidelines Revision Committee.
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Who is FGI?

• 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
• Over 140-person multidisciplinary

volunteer committee of experts
• Develops and authors fundamental

standards and best practice white
papers

• Produces three Guidelines
• Referenced by 43 states and federal

agencies
• Public process for proposed changes

and comments on changes
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2022 HGRC 
130+ Multidisciplinary Committee

20% - Architects
18% - Medical professionals
16% - State AHJs
13% - Engineers
10% - HC administrators/HC org. reps
8% - Federal AHJs (IHS, CMS, HUD, VA)
7% - Infection control experts + NIH/CDC
4% - Construction professionals
4% - Interior designers
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2022 HGRC 
The Florida Contingent

• Robert Booth

• Greg Pace
• David Shapiro, MD (FGI Board 

and HGRC)
• Scott Waltz

• Michael Sheerin (ASHRAE 170 
and HGRC)

• Deborah Smith
• Skip Gregory (FGI Board)
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Guidance for 
Designing Health and 

Residential Care 
Facilities that 

Respond and Adapt 
to Emergency 

Conditions
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Why FGI?
Why FGI?
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• 130 members

• 9 subcommittees and 
Executive, Steering, and 
Advisory committees

• Most began meeting in 
May; SRA was formed in 
July

• Safety Risk Assessment
• Surge Capacity
• Alternate Care Sites
• Modular
• Resiliency
• Renovations/Future Facilities
• Small and/or Rural Health Care Facilities
• Long-term/Residential Care Considerations
• Operational Considerations

Project Overview
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Project Overview
• Assemble design guidance for facilities during the 

following emergency situations:

• Weather

• Pandemics

• Wildfires

• Other emergency situations

• Establish baseline planning and design standards for 
health and long-term care facilities.

• Created a white paper with best practices and draft 
Guideline’s requirements for public review.

• Create new Emergency Conditions Guidelines with 
baseline requirements.
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Timeframes:
1. Immediate
2. Temporary
3. Semi-Permanent
4. Permanent

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Chapter 1: Risk 
Assessments

• Builds hazard vulnerability assessment into 
development of safety risk assessment

• Requires identification of anticipated hazards 
specific to geographic location

• Disaster, Emergency, and Vulnerability 
Assessment (DEVA) prompts assessment of 
hazards specific to the project, 
risk/likelihood of emergency events, 
consequences of such events, and potential 
solutions.

• “Design features that provide resilience, 
hardening, flexibility and adaptability during 
a disaster/emergency shall be identified.”
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Use of Zone Maps
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HVA/DEVA 
Examples
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HVA/DEVA 
Examples
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HVA/DEVA 
Examples
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Chapter 2: Surge Capacity 
Considerations

Hospitals
• Additional storage for remote facilities
• Considerations for infrastructure needed to convert 

from a non-clinical space to a patient space
• In areas identified as surge capacity locations, any added 

med gas outlets or electrical outlets shall be in a secured 
tamper-resistant housing

• Exterior surge locations shall be identified, and a risk 
assessment performed

• Impact of emergency events on supply chain, supply 
storage

• Means to locate IV pumps and monitors outside patient 
rooms

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Surge Capacity 
Examples
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Surge Capacity 
Examples
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Surge Capacity Examples
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And we all know we 
want to avoid this…
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Chapter 3: Alternate Care Sites

• The ACS subcommittee 
addressed strategies for 
compliance and created a 
compliance matrix tool to assist 
facilities that need to surge to an 
alternate care site.
• Recommends addressing 
potential for ACS deployment in 
emergency planning.
• Discusses 
advantages/disadvantages of 
tents, repurposed structures, 
and modular buildings. 
• Includes technical 
recommendations for building 
systems operating in ACSs.

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
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Alternate 
Care Sites
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Assessment 
Matrix
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Modular Construction
Recommendations

• Modular subcommittee 
recommendations have 
been rolled into Alternate 
Care Sites.

• Modular subcommittee 
created recommendation for 
pre-approved prototype that 
could be quickly deployed 
for emergency use. 

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Chapter 4: Resiliency

Incidents Covered:

• Airborne Chemical, Biological or 
Radiological Attacks

• Civil Unrest

• Flooding and Sea Level Rise
• Hurricanes

• Pandemics

• Severe and Artic Cold Events
• Tornados

• Utility Outages
• Wildfires

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Chapter 4: Resiliency

Hospital
• An incident command center (ICS) room

• 200 sq. ft. minimum
• Accommodate the number of seats 

necessary for critical positions
• Be supplied with essential electrical power

• Critical function areas located above 
floodplain
• Pharmacy
• Laboratory
• Blood bank/storage
• Sterile processing facilities

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Chapter 5: Renovations and 
Future Facilities

• Recommend inclusion of “acuity adaptable exam 
rooms”
• All exam rooms ”telemedicine-capable”; 
recommendation that requirement is HIPAA, not space-
based
• % of PACU capable of negative pressure (ICRA based)
• % of PACU AII conversion-ready with an anteroom
• One EVS room per patient unit to improve ability to 
contain
• New staff shower room required 
• Added oxygen and vacuum outlets for most patient 
care spaces

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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Emergency 
Conditions 
Response 

Levels
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Expected 
Response 
Levels
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Chapter 6: Small and/or 
Rural Health Care 
Facilities

• Multidisciplinary team to 
develop Incident Command 
System

• Allow percentage of patient 
rooms to be converted to 
negative pressure

• Flexible triage/intake space to 
accommodate unidirectional 
flow

• Appendix considerations for 
site preparations, such access 
control, communications, etc.

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
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•Disrupters
• Policy/reimbursement
• Economic conditions
• Site access
• Utilities and associated 

costs
• Partner and 

community resources
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Chapter 7: Emergency Preparedness 
in Residential Settings

Fundamental Requirements

• Single-bedded resident rooms

• Maximum of 10% of resident rooms can be 
double

• Negative pressure visitation room – divided 
into zones

• Shower and changing area for staff use

Appendix
• Dedicated staff entrance physically separated 

from other entrances
• Technologies enabling e-visits

• Real-time locating systems to track residents

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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We have a long road ahead of us…the single bed resident 
room!
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Residential
Matrix 

Overview
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We must do better!
Or this?

This?
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Operational 
Considerations
Provides considerations for new, 
renovated, and temporary facilities. 
Chapter addresses:
• Support services
• Staffing and staff support concerns
• Circulation patterns
• Flexible-use space
• Social and economic impact
• Considerations for airborne 

infection control

FACILITY GUIDELINES INSTITUTE
The keystone to planning, design, and construction
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• Released April 1, 2021

• Available for free download at 
www.fgiguidelines.org

http://www.fgiguidelines.org/
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How will we present 
these new 
requirements?

• DEVA will be added to 
the 2022 series of 
Guidelines

• New task group will be 
appointed for 2026 
revision cycle for 
emergency conditions

• Incorporate new 
language on emergency 
conditions into the 2026 
Guidelines
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Thank you for your attention!


